






































































SPECIAL 2020 BONUS SECTION
I have to admit, Amoeba Adventures

#1 0 was sort of a letdown for me.

There was a crazy delay of about 1 0

months between #9 and #1 0, much

of it due to me trying to wrap up all

my tangled ideas in one story. I had

also become very self-conscious

about my artwork and my inking in

particular, getting a lot of help for #9

and #1 0 by good friends. While both

Tony Lorenz and Jason Wright did a

great job inking my art for #1 0, the

end result was a bit too choppy in

styles and I think made the book less

of a cohesive whole. Lesson is, don't

doubt your own worth. In the end

#1 0 would've been stronger if one

artist drew the whole thing.
Max Ink's new logo design which debuted in #1 0



(Continued) More problems with #1 0 included a great cover by Max Ink with some

nice half-tones that didn't reproduce well at ALL on crappy photocopiers of the era,

and a cast that had gotten too large to really work - 1 0 heroes, 4 vil lains!

With #11 , I radical ly scaled back the cast and took a less consciously "superhero"

direction for the series. #1 0 wasn't wholly successful in my mind, but it was a good

turning point.



This letter to Max Ink was written when we briefly considered "relaunching" Amoeba Adventures

after #1 2 again at #1 with him as artist. He asked me to talk a bit more about the characters, so

there's some good background below, as well as several hints of stories that never were.



(Apologies for the weird black streaks, rel ics of a badly-maintained 1 992 laser printer.)



In 1 993 I joined the

fanzine club Small Press

Syndicate, which was

undergoing a terrific

revival under chairmen J.

Kevin Carrier and Tyim

Courts. The moody, very

Frank Mil ler-inspired

Rambunny image here

was done for the cover of

Rap Sheet #36.

Meanwhile, over at the United

Fanzine Organization, I did a

fun "jam" cover with "Burp Boy

and Upchuck The Dog Wonder"

creator and fel low UFO

member Scott McClung during

a brief meeting in Memphis

over the holidays, teaming up

Prometheus and Scott's Frog

Boy. The cover appeared on

Tetragrammaton Fragments

#1 37.




